FREE 10-WEEK COURSE

Ten sessions from 5.00—7.00pm on Wednesday evenings plus one Saturday 10.00am—3.00pm

JumpStart

Shift YOUR Future into Gear

Prepare yourself for study on this flexible, part-time short course for adults only at the University of Leeds. JumpStart is designed to fit around your other commitments and build the skills, understanding and confidence for you to progress to higher education.

- Explore the range of subject areas available in higher education
- Gain the knowledge to make future career choices
- Develop essential study skills to take the fear out of academic study

JumpStart can help you prepare to apply for foundation level study in higher education

JumpStart runs in October and January

Next course starts early October 2018
**Entry Requirements**

We usually expect students to be working towards or have achieved GCSE English and Maths at grade C or above. We also greatly value life skills and experience and expect learners to show their commitment to the course as places are limited.

**What does the course include?**

You will learn and practice higher level study skills, including critical thinking, whilst getting a taste of some of the different subjects on offer at University. Examples of areas you might study include psychology, sciences, crime and society. Individual guidance sessions will be available throughout the course to help you plan your next step.

**How will I be assessed?**

You will create a portfolio on a subject area that interests you, demonstrating the various study skills you have developed.

**What could I do next?**

Progression from JumpStart will depend on meeting specific entry requirements for particular courses. Providing that you successfully complete this programme and meet these entry requirements, you may be able to move onto foundation level study in higher education.

Contact Poppy Beacock (0113 343 6892/ p.beacock@leeds.ac.uk) or visit www.llc.leeds.ac.uk/courses/jumpstart
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